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What have you been doing since the publication of
your article in JPUR, volume 4?
At graduation I was at a crossroads. I had excelled
academically and was passionate about anthropology,
but I wasn’t sure academia was the right path. After
delaying plans to attend graduate school, I began
working in banking. Eventually I was promoted
into roles where I was responsible for implementing
change, improving processes, and managing people.
Realizing business was a better fit, I completed my
MBA and started a leadership development program
at PolyOne in Cleveland, Ohio.
What are your career goals?
My career path has evolved significantly over the
last five years, so I’m always looking for a new
opportunity to grow and have an impact. Right now
I want to focus on driving improvements that make
people’s lives better and strategically position the
company for future success. One day I’d like to own
my own business.
How did the research you did as an undergraduate
at Purdue impact your current endeavors? What
is the value of undergraduate research?
Undergraduate research had a huge impact on my
career. Research is so valuable because it encourages
you to be curious, take initiative to solve problems,
and shine light on new subjects. My current role
involves managing improvement projects, which
essentially means I’m still doing research to find
root causes and creatively solve problems. Having
exposure to this as an undergraduate has directly
contributed to my career success and satisfaction.
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Katelyn Reavis is a 2014 graduate
of the Purdue University College
of Liberal Arts. Reavis majored in
anthropology and has participated
in the Margo Katherine Wilke
Undergraduate Research Internship
program since 2012. Her research
interests include bioarchaeology,
gerontology, health, Andean
archaeology, and paleodemography.
As a student, she served as the
president of the Purdue Anthropology SocieTy (PAST),
interned at Poudre Valley Hospital in Fort Collins,
Colorado, and attended the PIARA bioarchaeology field
school in Ancash, Peru. She is an assistant softball coach
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Purdue University.

mentor
Michele R. Buzon has degrees in
anthropology from Loyola University
Chicago (BS) and the University of
California, Santa Barbara (MA and
PhD). She is currently an associate
professor of anthropology at Purdue
University. With support from the
National Geographic Society and
the National Science Foundation,
she has been investigating ancient
identity and health in people buried at
archaeological sites in the Nile Valley of Africa. Specifically,
Buzon’s work has researched the consequences of EgyptianNubian interaction on the lives of individuals who lived
during the New Kingdom and Napatan periods at the site of
Tombos in northern Sudan.
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abstract
The understanding of older adult life experiences is deficient
when compared to younger adults and children in the
archaeological record. Research has been devoted toward
aging techniques and studies of osteoarthritis, but there are
few discussions describing senescence, the cumulative process
of aging, in the past. Most research includes the oldest cohort
(45 years and above) within the broad category of adults, but
it is useful to look at this demographic separately. Skeletal
remains were analyzed from the site of Tombos (ancient
Nubia) dated to the New Kingdom and the Napatan Periods
(~1400‒650 BC). The focus of the analysis was on the
pathological conditions and how this cohort’s life experiences
contribute to what is known about senescence today. It was
hypothesized that individuals who reached extreme old age
(45+) would exhibit low signs of pathological and nutritional
stress due to their abilities to escape chronic disease and
disability. Results show there was a mix of disease survivors
and disease escapers from the sample. Most individuals were
in their 70s (39.1%), but age distributions were relatively
equal among the 40s, 50s, 60s, and 80s. Many individuals
were robust and displayed low frequencies of nutritional or
infectious lesions (less than 14%). All individuals had some
form of arthritis, but there was a wide range in severity. Two
case studies are presented to detail disease survivors.
Reavis, K. (2014). Skeletal analysis: Investigating senescence
in ancient Nubia. Journal of Purdue Undergraduate Research,
4, 40–47. http://dx.doi.org/10.5703/jpur.04.1.06
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Finally, anthropology isn’t the usual precursor to
getting an MBA. However, being able to showcase
my analytical capabilities through multiple research
projects was very helpful in getting accepted and
changing career paths.
How did the faculty-mentor relationship impact
you during your time at Purdue?
Dr. Buzon was an amazing mentor and someone that
I can reach out to today. She is someone that I looked
up to throughout my undergraduate career and
helped guide me through the project from beginning
to end. She also helped me with career questions
outside of the project.
How did the experience of publishing an article
in JPUR beneﬁt you? What advice would you
give to other undergraduates at Purdue who are
interested in contributing to the journal?
I had originally written my research findings as
a thesis over 30 pages and had to work hard to
condense that for JPUR. Summarizing large amounts
of data and succinctly communicating that to wide
audiences is a valuable skill to hone, regardless of
future career path or industry. It’s not always fun,
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but you likely need to do multiple drafts, cuts, and
revisions. Having your friends and mentors read your
drafts is helpful too.
What advice would you give to other
undergraduates at Purdue who are interested in
doing research?
Think about what topics interest you and work with
your professors/mentors to scope and define the
project – this helps keep you on track and ensures
project success. Finally, managing your classwork and

project timeline is just as important as the research
itself. Generally your homework, tests, and class
deliverables are externally driven by professors, and
research is a great opportunity to practice setting your
own project goals and holding yourself accountable.
Reavis, K. (2014). Skeletal analysis: Investigating
senescence in ancient Nubia. Journal of Purdue
Undergraduate Research, 4, 40–47.
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